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I
T

HE

fundamentalthesis of classical

the remodeled classical theory can be
found in the works of other economists
as well, particularly in the works of
Scitovszky2and Haberler.3The innovation which these economists introduced
was a reconsideration, or perhaps I
should say an elaboration, of the forces
determiningthe quantity of real saving.
In the classical theory the amounts of
saving and investment out of a fullemployment level of income were regarded as functions of the interest rate
alone, and the latter was thus the primary governing force of the economic
system as a whole. Equilibriumwas attained, accordingto the classical theory,
only when the interest rate was such that
the quantity of real saving out of a fullemployment income was equal to the
quantity of real investment.4Scitovszky,

economics, that a free-market
economy has an automatic tendency to approacha state of full employment, has been a subject of heated controversyin recent decades. Indeed, after
the publicationof Keynes's General Theory there were many economists who rejected the classical thesis completely on
the groundthat it contained internal inconsistencies. Today, however, we are
witnessing a renaissanceof the classical
doctrines.In part, the renaissanceis attributable to world-wide economic developments since the end of the war,
whichhave been characterizedby a high
level of demandand by full employment
in almost all industrial countries. But
the rebirth of classical theory is also at2 T. Scitovszky, "Capital Accumulation, Emtributable,in part, to attempts to reconstruct the classical doctrines along lines ployment and Price Rigidity," Review of Economic
whichmake them immuneto the Keynes- Studies, VIII (1940-41), 69-88.
ian criticisms.

The principal architect of the reconstructionis Pigou;I but the basic idea of
,,A. C. Pigou, Employment and Equilibrium
(London,I94I), chap.vii; "The ClassicalStationary
State," Economic Journal, LIII (December,
342-5

1943),

I.

3G. Haberler, Prosperity and Depression (3d ed.;
Geneva, I941), pp. 49I-503.

4Consider, for example, the following remark of
J. S. Mill: "There must be, as in other cases of value,
some rate [of interest] which .. . may be called the
natural rate; some rate about which the market
rate oscillates, and to which it always tends to return. This rate partly depends on the amount of
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Pigou, and Haberler retained this basic
concept of equilibriumbut argued that
saving depends upon the real value of
privately held wealth as well as upon the
interest rate. Other things remainingthe
same, they said, real saving tends to be
smaller and real expenditure for consumptiontends to be larger, the largeris
the real value of private wealth. For convenience,I shall hereafteruse the expression "saving-wealth relation" to designate such a functional connection between currentsaving and private wealth.
The saving-wealth relation was employed by Pigou and Haberler to defend
the classical theory against the criticism
of Keynesian economics. In particular,
the relation was employed to show that
a flexible-wage economy has an automatic tendencyto approacha state of full
employment, as postulated in the classical theory. On account of the specialpurpose which it originally served, the saving-wealth relation is now widely considered to be a modification, but not a
fundamental change, in the classical
theory. Indeed, Haberler even suggests
that some sort of functional connection
between saving and wealth is implicit in
works on economics which preceded the
explicit recognitionof the saving-wealth
relation.5
I do not sharethese views. In my opinion the saving-wealth relation is more
accumulation going on in the hands of persons who
cannot themselves attend to the employment of their
savings, and partly on the comparative taste existing in the community for the active pursuits of industry, or for the leisure, ease, and independence of
an annuitant" (Principles [5th ed.], Book III, chap.
xxiii, ? i). Although Mill does not specify in this
passage that the saving and investment which govern the interest rate are full-employment saving and
full-employment investment, the tenor of his work
strongly suggests that this is what he had in mind
(see, e.g., ibid., Book III, chap. xiv).
5 OP. Cit., p.

499, n.

2.

nonclassicalin its implicationsthan any
of the contributionsto the subject would
lead one to believe. Although the Scitovszky-Pigou-Haberler system resembles the classical system in its tendency
toward a state of full employment, it is
quite unlike the classical system in other
respects, and these other respects have
generally been overlooked. The most
striking differencebetween the new system and the classical concerns the interest rate, and this is the subject which
I wish to explorein the present paper.
The distinguishingfeature of the classical theory of the interest rate is its
emphasis upon so-called "real" conditions of demandand supply and its denial
of the influence of monetary policy or
bankingpolicy. The classical economists
believed that there exists a unique interest rate, or a uniquepattern of long-term
and short-term rates, at which the economic system is in equilibriumand that
this unique interest rate cannot be influenced by changes in the quantity of
money. The following quotation from
Ricardo is representativeof the classical
opinion:
Interest for money ... is not regulated by
the rate at which the bank will lend, whether
it be 5, 4, or 3 per cent, but by the rate of
profits which can be made by the employment
of capital, and which is totally independent of
the quantity or of the value of money. Whether
a bank lent one million, ten million, or a hundred millions, they would not permanently alter
the market rate of interest; they would alter
only the value of money which they thus issued.
In one case, ten or twenty times more money
might be required to carry on the same business
than what might be required in the other.6

In contrast to the classical doctrine,
the theory of the interest rate implicit in
the Scitovszky-Pigou-Haberler system
is at least partly a monetary theory, as I
6 David Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy
("Everyman's ed."), p. 246.
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shall demonstrate below. In this system
there is no single interest rate and no single pattern of rates at which the economy
is in equilibrium. Rather, there are an infinite number of different rates capable
of performing the equilibrating function,
and the particular rate that prevails at
any given time depends to a considerable
extent upon the policy of the banking
authorities. Thus, in salvaging one feature of classical economics-the
automatic tendency of the system to approach a state of full employment-Pigou
and Haberler have destroyed another
feature, namely, the real theory of the
interest rate. In this respect Pigou, the
archdefender of classical economics, has
deserted Mill and Marshall and joined
Schumpeter and Keynes !7 Although
remnants of the classical, real theory of
the interest rate remain, these are overshadowed, I believe, by the monetary
feature which has been added. Moreover, the added feature which transforms
the interest rate into a monetary rate is
not liquidity preference, as in Keynesian
economics, but the saving-wealth relation.
The subsequent analysis will be more
understandable, I believe, if I digress
from my principal theme long enough to
7Although Pigou is usually considered to be a
defender of classical or neoclassical economic
theory, his ideas concerning the interest rate were
somewhat nonclassical even before the publication
of his Employment and Equilibrium. He believed, in
particular, that the banking system has a limited
influenceupon the equilibrium interest rate as well as
upon the market rate. If the banks establish a market
rate below the equilibrium rate, for example, prices
and costs tend to rise, and the real expenditures
of fixed-income groups are reduced. The resources
thus freed are available for capital development, and
the increased supply of capital reduces the equilibrium interest rate. Apart from this reservation,
Pigou's earlier conception of the interest rate seems
to be largely classical in its implications (see A. C.
Pigou, Industrial Fluctuations [2d ed.; London,
I929],
passim, but esp. p. 277).
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indicate brieflythe way in which the saving-wealthrelation becameprominentin
economic theory. For this purpose consider an economic system in which the
demandfor investment is so low and the
supply of saving so high that potential
full-employment saving exceeds potential full-employment investment at all
positive interest rates. In this event,
there is no achievableinterest rate which
fulfils the classical condition of equilibrium. Whatever the interest rate may
be, the demandfor goods and services as
a whole falls short of productive capacity. This is the Keynesian system in its
simplest form. And the outcome of this
situation, as envisaged by Keynes, is a
cumulative reduction in output and employment, the reductioncontinuing until
potential saving is reducedto the level of
potential investment througha reduction
in real income.
Suppose, however, that wages and
other factor costs tend to fall when unemployment develops. To what extent
will the reductionin costs stimulate output and move the system back toward
full employment? Keynes argued that a
general wage reduction affects output
primarilythrough its influenceon the interest rate. Any decline in wages and
other costs is likely to result, he asserted,
in a correspondingdeclinein other prices.
In real terms, then, the only significant
effect of the reductionin wages and other
costs is an increase in the real value of
money balances which tends, through
liquidity preference,to reduce the interest rate. If full-employment saving exceeds full-employmentinvestment at all
possible interest rates, however, the reduction in the interest rate cannot conceivably eliminate all the deflationary
gap and restore output to the full-employment level. Keynes's theory thus
leads to the conclusion that wage-and-
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cost reductions are not an effective remedy for deficient demand.8
Pigou attempted to refute this Keynesian view concerning wage-and-cost reductions, and in doing so he introduced
the saving-wealth relation. He suggested
that, as wages and prices decline, the
resulting increase in the real value of
money balances will stimulate demand
in a way which is independent of the
change in the interest rate. Money balances constitute a part of private wealth,
and the increase in the former accordingly implies an increase in the latter.
As the real value of private wealth increases, the amount of saving out of a
full-employment level of real income
tends to decline. In this manner the excess of potential saving over potential
investment which accounted for the initial unemployment is eventually eliminated. In the absence of barriers to priceand-cost reductions, the system thus has
an automatic tendency to approach a
state of full employment, as envisaged in
the classical theory. Saving is brought
into line with investment not primarily
through a reduction of the interest rate
but rather through a general deflation
and a corresponding increase in the real
value of the money supply.
I do not wish to discuss the relevance
of the saving-wealth relation to the arguments frequently heard for a policy of
over-all flexibility of wages and prices.
Other economists have pointed out that
the portion of cash balances whose real
value is increased by a general deflation
normally constitutes a relatively small
8J. M. Keynes, General Theory of Employment,
Interest and Money (New York, I936), chap. xix.
On p. 267 of this chapter, Keynes says: "There is,
therefore, no ground for the belief that a flexible
wage policy is capable of maintaining a state of
continuous full employment; . . . The economic
system cannot be made self-adjusting along these
lines."

part of total assets and that an enormous
reduction of prices would therefore be
required to increase the real value of a
country's total wealth by any substantial amount. They have argued, further,
that the general increases or decreases in
prices and costs required for the successful operation of such a system might
easily lead to expectations of additional
price increases or decreases which would
upset the stability of the whole system.9
Such questions of economic policy, however, are not the immediate concern of
this paper. I mention them here only to
avoid a possible misunderstanding of
what I shall say later. In what follows,
I shall make the most favorable assumptions possible as to the effects of price
movements upon the demand for goods
and services; I shall ignore the adverse
influence of fluctuating prices upon expectations and assume that there is a
substantial tendency for saving to decline when the real value of private
wealth rises. Given these favorable assumptions, I shall then ask how an economic system containing the savingwealth relation is related to classical
theory.
II
Before describing the theory of interest implicit in the Scitovszky-PigouHaberler system, I wish to say something about the meaning of a "monetary" theory of interest rates. A theory
is usually regarded as a monetary theory
if the economic system envisaged is one
in which the equilibrium interest rate, or
the equilibrium pattern of rates, can be
altered by a change in the quantity of
9 M. Kalecki, "Professor Pigou on 'The Classical
Stationary State,' a Comment," Economic Journal,

LIV (April,

I944),

131-32;

D. Patinkin, "Price

Flexibility and Full Employment," American
Economic Review, XXXVIII (September, I948),
543-64.
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money. Although this definitionis satisfactory for most purposes,it is not sufficiently accurate to characterizean economic system containing the savingwealth relation. It is inadequate, in particular, because it does not indicate the
mannerin which the quantity of money
is altered.As I shall demonstratebelow,
the influenceof a change in the quantity
of money in the Scitovszky-Pigou-Haberlersystem depends not only upon the
magnitudeof the change but also upon
the way in which it is brought about.
Some changes in the quantity of money
will alter the equilibrium interest rate
while others will not.
We may distinguish, I believe, between two fundamentallydifferenttypes
of increase or decrease in the quantity
of money. The first type is a change
which takes place through open-market
transactions of the central bank. The
significantfeature of this type of change
is that it consists of an exchange of one
form of asset for another. When money
holdings are increased through centralbankpurchaseof securities,for example,
holdingsof securitiesoutside the central
bank are reduced by a corresponding
amount.The second type of change consists of a direct increase or decrease in
the money supplywithout any off-setting
changesin private holdings of other assets. The supply of money may be reduced,for example,by a currencyreform
in which one unit of new money is exchangedfor two units of old. Or the supply of money may be reduced by means
of a governmental budgetary surplus,
provided that the excess monetary receipts are impounded.In both these examples the supply of money is altered
without altering private holdings of
other assets, and it is this characteristic
which distinguishes the second type of
monetarychange from the first.

97

I intend to show in subsequentparts of
this paper that the theory of interest implicit in the Scitovszky-Pigou-Haberler
system is a monetarytheory if the change
in the quantity of money is of the first
type and a real theory if the change is of
the second type. This means that openmarket transactionsof the central bank
will have a permanent influenceon the interest rate at which the system is in
equilibrium, even after the bank has
stopped its purchases or sales of securities. If the change in the quantity of
money does not affect the private holdings of other assets, however,it will have
no lasting influenceon the interest rate.
With respect to the rate of interest, the
Scitovszky-Pigou-Haberlertheory thus
occupies an intermediate position between the classical theory and the
Keynesian. The classical theory is a
real theory of the interest rate from the
point of view of both types of monetary
change. According to the classical doctrine, neither a central-bank purchase
or sale of securities nor an arbitrary increase or decrease in the quantity of
money can have any effect upon the interest rate at which the economic system
returns to equilibrium. As I have indicated above, the equilibrium interest
rate of the classical theory is the rate at
which full-employmentpotential saving
is equal to full-employmentpotential investment, and this equilibriumrate is independentof both the quantity of money
and the policy of the central bank. The
classical theory, then, is a nonmonetary
or real theory of the interest rate, regardless of whetherthe monetary disturbance
is of the first type or the second type.
At the other extreme is Keynes's theory, which is a purely monetary theory
from the point of view of either type of
monetary disturbance. According to
Keynes, the rate of interest is governed
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largely by the decisions of asset-holders
concerning the proportions in which they
wish to hold money and securities; that
is, in Keynes's terminology, the rate is
determined by liquidity preference.'0
Other things remaining unchanged, the
desired ratio between money and securities tends to rise with a fall in the interest
rate, and the equilibrium interest rate is
the one at which the desired ratio of
money to securities corresponds to the
actual ratio. From this it follows that
any monetary or banking policy which
increases the actual quantity of money
relative to the actual quantity of securities will reduce the interest rate at which
the system is in equilibrium. Thus, both
an arbitrary increase in the quantity of
money (a disburbance of the second
type) and an increase in the quantity of
money through a limited and temporary
purchase of securities by the central bank
(a disturbance of the first type) will reduce the equilibrium interest rate in
Keynes's system.
This brief and somewhat elliptical
summary of the Keynesian and classical
theories of the interest rate is intended to
emphasize the polar positions which the
two theories occupy, relative to the theory implicit in the Scitovszky-PigouHaberler system. The equilibrium interest rate in the classical theory is independent of monetary disturbances, regardless of whether such disturbances
are of the first type or the second type.
The equilibrium interest rate in Keynes's
theory, on the other hand, can be permanently altered by a monetary disturbance of either type. In short, the classical
theory is a real theory from the point of
view of either type of disturbance, while
the Keynesian theory is a monetary
theory from the point of view of either
type. The polar positions of the two theIOKeynes, op. cit., chaps. xiii, xv, and xviii.

ories explain, I believe, why no distinction has been made in the past between
the two types of monetary disturbance.
As I shall demonstrate below, however,
the theory of the interest rate implicit
in the Scitovszky-Pigou-H-aberler system
is intermediate between the classical
theory and the Keynesian theory. It is a
monetary theory from the point of view
of the first type of monetary disturbance
and a real theory from the point of view
of the second type. But all this will, I
hope, become clear as we proceed.
III
The economic system which will be investigated below is one in which the
capital market is subject to three main
influences: (i) the influence of current
saving and investment, as in the classical
or neoclassical theory; (2) the influence
of decisions concerning the holding of
cash or securities, as in Keynes's doctrine
of liquidity preference; and (3) the influence of wealth on current saving, as in
the Scitovszky-Pigou-Haberler reconstruction of the classical theory. I assume that the equilibrium rate of interest, or the equilibrium pattern of rates,
is determined by the interplay of these
three influences.
At the outset I wish to make a number
of simplifying assumptions. Although
these assumptions are somewhat unrealistic, few of them are absolutely essential, and most of them could be substantially modified without altering any
of my principal results. I assume, in the
first place, that the economy with which
we are dealing is a closed economy with a
fixed amount of labor. Second, I assume
that the wage rate tends to rise whenever
the demand for labor is greater than the
fixed supply and to fall whenever the
demand is smaller than the fixed supply. Third, I assume that all agents of
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production except labor are produced
means of production and that all production is carried on at constant returns to
scale. Under these conditions the relative
prices of all commodities and services are
determinate and independent of the
commodity composition of the national
income. We can therefore speak unambiguously of a rate of total output, or of
a level of national income, at which the
economy's resources are fully employed.
Fourth, I assume that owners of private
wealth hold such wealth in only two
forms, money (including demand deposits) and common stock, and that all common stock involves approximately the
same degree of risk."- Fifth, I assume
that the central bank is legally authorI" Common stock has been selected as the typical
security in order to avoid the difficulties associated
with bonds during periods of inflation or deflation.
Throughout the paper I assume that, in the absence
of movements in interest rates, common-stock
prices rise or fall to the same extent that other
prices rise or fall, so that a general inflation or deflation does not affect the real value of securities.
This means that the real value of a given quantity
of securities is a function of the rate of interest
alone. (See below.) Although the theory is simplified
in this respect by regarding common stock as the
typical security, two new problems are thereby
introduced, and these must not be overlooked. Perhaps most important, when all investment is
financed by issuing common stock, the idea of a
functional relation between the rate of interest and
the real volume of investment becomes somewhat
vague. Under these circumstances businessmen
do not commit themselves, as they do when they
issue bonds, to the payment of fixed capital charges.
Saying that investment depends upon the rate of
interest when all securities are common stocks is
equivalent to saying that businessmen undertake
more investment when stock prices are high than
when they are low.
Apart from the problem of defining an investment function, the use of common stock in our
argument presents the further problem of separating
risk payments from interest payments per se. I
have attempted to avoid this second problem by
assuming that the degree of risk is about the same
for one stock as for another. I realize, however,
that such an assumption does not meet the basic
difficulty and that, in a more extended treatment of
the subject, allowance should be made for differences in risk.

99

ized to buy and sell the common stock
held by the owners of private wealth and
that this common stock constitutes the
only nonmonetary asset of the banking
system.
Given these assumptions, one can
readily construct a simple geometric interpretation of the forces governing the
interest rate. These forces will operate
in two different markets: a market for
goods and services as a whole and a market for securities. Consider, first, the
market for goods and services. Stability
of the general price level in the goodsand-services market obviously requires
that the total demand arising from a fullemployment level of real income shall be
equal to the economy's productive capacity; and this is equivalent to the
requirement that potential saving out of
a full-employment level of income shall
be equal to potential investment. If potential investment at full employment
exceeds potential saving, the demand for
goods and services as a whole exceeds
full-employment output; prices and costs
accordingly tend to rise. If potential fullemployment investment falls short of
potential full-employment saving, on the
other hand, this implies that the demand
for goods and services as a whole falls
short of full-employment output. Hence
prices and costs tend to fall.
In the classical theory real saving and
real investment were functions of a single variable-the interest rate-and the
economy was assumed to be in equilibrium at only one rate. In the theory now
being investigated, however, the amount
of real saving at full employment is regarded as a function of two variablesthe interest rate and the real value of
wealth in the hands of the savers. As
soon as the second variable is introduced,
the concept of a single interest rate at
which the goods-and-services market is in
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equilibrium loses its meaning. In place
Many other combinations of the interof the equilibrium rate of classical theory, est rate and the real value of private
we now have a schedule of rates, or a wealth will fulfil the condition that fullfunctional relation between the interest employment saving equals full-employrate and the real value of private wealth. ment investment, and we may accordIn order to see how such a schedule ingly conceive of a schedule or a funccan be derived, suppose that on a certain tional relation indicating what the real
date the total of all privately held wealth value of private wealth would have to
be, for many different interest rates, in
-money and securities combined-has
a certain real value. If the value of pri- order to make the community's demand
vate wealth is fixed, saving may be re- for goods and services as a whole equal
garded as a function of the rate of inter- its capacity to produce. The real value of
est alone, and I shall assume that with private wealth which fulfils this condithis given saving schedule a rate of in- tion will be an increasing function of the
terest can be found at which full-employ- rate of interest. Such a function is plotted
as the line WW in Figure i. For conment saving is equal to full-employment
investment. Consider, now, what would venience, WW will be called the "wealthhappen if the interest rate were arbi- requirements schedule." At any point on
trarily increased above its equilibrium this line potential saving out of fulllevel. At the higher interest rate potential employment income is equal to potensaving out of a full-employment income tial investment. But, as we move upward and to the right along the line, both
would exceed potential investment,
which means that, other things remain- saving and investment decline. Investing the same, the community's demand ment declines because of the rise in the
for goods and services would fall short of interest rate, while saving declines beits capacity to produce. In other words, cause of the increase in the real value of
the increase in the rate of interest, taken private wealth. Any point below WW in
by itself, would bring about a deflation- *Figure i represents a point of inflationary gap. But if the community's com- ary potential. At such a point the rate of
bined holdings of money and securities interest is too low, given the value of priwere increased in some manner at the vate wealth, to bring about an equality
same time that the rate of interest were between full-employment saving and inraised, then the deflationary gap might vestment. The demand for goods and
be avoided. The increase in asset holdings services thus exceeds capacity, and prices
would tend to reduce the amount of sav- tend to rise. In the same way one can
ing corresponding to any given rate of show that any point above WW repreinterest, thereby offsetting, or perhaps sents a point of deflationary potential. It
more than offsetting, the tendency to- follows that the demand for goods and
ward excessive saving attributable to services is equal to the economy's prothe rise in the rate of interest. The rise in ductive capacity only for combinations of
the rate of interest would reduce invest- the interest rate and the value of priment, but the increase in the value of vate wealth lying on WW.
The wealth-requirements schedule has
private wealth would reduce saving; and
it is thus conceivable that full-employ- been developed, above, in terms of the
ment potential saving might equal po- real value of private wealth as a whole,
tential investment at the higher interest and no distinction has been made berate as well as at the lower rate.
tween private holdings of money and
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private holdings of securities. Such a
distinction has thus far been unnecessary because saving was assumed to be a
function of total asset holdings and not of
the composition of these assets. When we
later discuss the securities market, however, we shall find that the division of
total assets between money and securities is the decisive factor in this market.
Our later task will accordingly be simplified if the wealth-requirements schedule can be broken down into its two com-

the other way round, we may say that
the real value of the given common stock
is inversely related to the prevailing rate
of interest. The higher the rate of interest, the lower the real value of commonstock holdings and conversely. In Figure
i the value of the community's security
holdings is expressed as such a function of
the interest rate by the line AA.
I wish to show, now, how the wealthrequirements schedule, WW, can be expressed in terms of money and interest
r

r
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r
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FIG. 2

ponent parts, namely, money and common stock.
If the community holds a given
amount of common stock, the real value
of these stock holdings will obviously
depend upon the interest rate. Indeed,
the interest rate itself is nothing more
than the yield of the stock, and this
yield, in turn, is the ratio of the income
earned by the stock to its market price.
In the short run the income earned by
the common stock is a given amount, determined by the fixed supplies of the
various agents of production; and this
means that the yield, or the rate of interest, varies inversely with the real
value of the stock. To put the matter

rates rather than in terms of total
wealth and interest rates. For this purpose, suppose that the interest rate is
temporarily set at r" in Figure i. The
wealth-requirements schedule tells us
that, in order to prevent an excess or deficiency of demand from developing in
the goods-and-services market at this interest rate, the community's holdings of
money and securities combined will have
to be r"P". But the value of securities
alone, at an interest rate of r", is the distance r"Q" in Figure i. If the community is to have a sufficient amount of total
assets to maintain a balance between demand and supply in the goods-and-service market, its holdings of money will
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therefore have to equal the difference between r"P" and r"Q", or Q"P". This
difference is plotted in Figure 2 as the
line r"T". A similar construction for a
rate of interest r' carries over the distance Q'P' of Figure i to r'T' of Figure
2. The line MM of Figure 2 is the locus
of all such points as T' and T". Given
the community's private holdings of securities, MM indicates the amount of
money which will have to be held, at any
particular interest rate, in order to keep
the amount of saving out of full-employment income equal to the amount of investment. For brevity, MM will be called
the "money-requirements schedule." The
money-requirements schedule is thus the
horizontal difference between the wealthrequirements schedule, WW, and the
schedule of the real value of securities,

AA.

IV
The line MM of Figure 2, like WW of
Figure i, indicates the conditions needed
to maintain a balance between supply
and demand in the market for currently
produced goods and services. In addition
to this goods-and-services market, the
market for securities must also be taken
into account. The entire economic system
cannot be in equilibrium unless the latter market, as well as the former, has
reached a balanced position. The market for new securities has already been
allowed for, by implication, in the preceding discussion of saving and investment; in the absence of hoarding, equality between saving and investment implies equality between the supply of and
the demand for new securities. But this
new-securities market is usually a relatively small part of the total securities
market; in many countries, indeed, the
value of new securities offered on the
market in a given year is an exceedingly

small fraction of the value of previously
issued, or old, securities. This means that
decisions of asset-holders to augment or
reduce their stocks of old securities will
frequently exert a much greater influence
on the rate of interest than will discrepancies between current saving and
current investment. The old-securities
market must therefore be taken into account, along with the market for goods
and services as a whole, in order to complete the description of interest rates

given by Figures i and 2.
The existing stock of securities will influence security prices and the rate of
interest only if asset-holders, on balance,
decide to increase or decrease their holdings of securities, that is, only if the
typical asset-holder wishes to substitute
additional money for part of his security
holdings or additional securities for part
of his money holdings. Decisions of this
sort depend largely upon the composition
rather than the size of asset portfolios.
Thus, in deciding whether to buy or sell
securities, the typical asset-holder compares the existing ratio between his
money holdings and his security holdings
with the ratio which he regards as satisfactory under the given economic conditions. The degree of his actual liquidity,
compared with a sort of optimum liquidity, governs his actions in the securities
market.
I shall follow Keynes in assuming that,
other things remaining the same, the
typical asset-holder wishes to increase his
liquidity as the rate of interest falls. Unless the banking authorities intervene,
however, private asset-holders cannot,
on balance, increase or decrease their
holdings of old securities; as of a given
moment of time, both the number of
shares of stock and the quantity of
money in private hands are fixed quantities. This means that, if the prevailing
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money-securities ratio differs from the
desired ratio, security prices and the rate
of interest must continue to change until
the desired ratio is brought into line with
the prevailing ratio; in short, the demand
must be adjusted to the existing supply
through appropriate movements in the
rate of interest.
The influence of liquidity preference
may be examined from another direction,
and for present purposes this alternative
point of view is more convenient. Instead of starting with a fixed amount of
securities and a fixed quantity of money
and asking how the rate of interest will
be adjusted so that demand will equal
supply, we may start with a fixed amount
of securities and a fixed interest rate and
ask what the total money holdings would
have to be in order to satisfy the typical
asset-holder with his money-securities
ratio. By assuming a number of different
interest rates and making similar calculations for each, a liquidity-preference
schedule, or a demand-for-money schedule, can thus be built up. Suppose, for
example, that, at an interest rate of r"
(Fig. i), the typical asset-holder wishes
to hold money in an amount equal to
two-thirds the value of his security holdings. At this interest rate the security
holdings of the community as a whole
have a real value of r"Q", as shown in
Figure i. It follows that asset-holders as
a group will attempt to alter their security holdings and hence alter the rate of
interest, unless the real value of money
holdings amounts to two-thirds of r"Q".
Let the point U" in Figure 2 be chosen so
as to make r"U" equal to two-thirds of
r"Q". Suppose, now, that, when the interest rate falls to r', the typical assetholder wishes to hold money equal to the
full value of his securities. The value of
total securities at an interest rate of r' is
r'Q' (Fig. i), and the condition of equi-

I03

librium in the old-securities market requires that money holdings shall equal
this same amount. We may therefore select a point, U', in Figure 2 such that
r'U' is equal to r'Q'. The liquidity-preference schedule, LL, in Figure 2 is the
locus of all such points as U" and U'; it
shows what the community's holdings of
money would have to be, at any given
interest rate, in order to create a proper
balance between cash and securities.
From the construction of the diagram
it is apparent that there are two reasons
why the demand for money, LL (Fig. 2),
tends to rise as the rate of interest falls.
First, the typical asset-holder usually
wants to hold a larger ratio of cash to
securities at low interest rates than at
high rates. And, second, the real value of
securities, the denominator of the cashsecurities ratio, is increased by a fall in
the interest rate. In most discussions of
liquidity preference only the first of these
reasons is taken into account, but the
second may be equally important.I2
V
I have now discussed two different
functional relations between the rate of
interest and the real quantity of money;
the first of these I called a money-requirements schedule, while the second is
the usual liquidity-preference schedule.
The money-requirements schedule represents all combinations of money balances and the rate of interest for which
the community's demand for goods and
services as a whole is exactly equal to its
capacity to produce. At any point not on
this schedule there is either an excess or a
deficiency of demand and consequently
12 The best account I have found of the second
reason for the negative slope of the liquidity-preference schedule is by E. Solomon in "Money, Liquidity, and the Long-Term Rate of Interest: An
(University of Chicago
Empirical Study, 1909-38"

dissertation,I950).
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a tendency for prices and costs to rise or
fall. The money-requirements schedule,
MM, thus indicates the possible combinations of the interest rate and the
quantity of real cash balances which will
maintain over-all price equilibrium in
the goods-and-services market. The liquidity-preference schedule, on the other
hand, describes the conditions of price
equilibrium in the securities market. If
the actual quantity of real cash balances
lies on LL, there will be no tendency for

r

L

M

and the securities market. I have denoted this combination by the two letters r0 and

min.

If all prices, including

wages and the costs of other agents of
production, tend to rise when demand
exceeds supply and to fall when supply
exceeds demand, the combinationr0 and
mois the one toward which the economic
system will gravitate. The nature of this
market mechanismwill be clarified,I believe, if we considerwhat happens to the
system when the interest rate and the
real value of money balances differ from
the equilibrium combination r. and mi.

This is done in Figure 3, where I have
reproduced the essential features of
Figure 2. The points B, C, D, and E in
Figure 3 represent four points which do
not lie on either the liquidity-preference
schedule or the money-requirements
schedule. Suppose, first, that the actual
situation with regardto the rate of interest and the real value of cash balancesat
a given moment of time can be repreM
sented by the point B. What happens, in
this event, to the variables of our system? The liquidity-preferenceschedule
shows that, at the rate of interest repretnO
m~~~~~~r
sented by B, the community's demand
FIG. 3
for real money balances falls short of
actual money holdings. Asset-holders
asset-holders as a whole to attempt to accordinglyattempt to substitute securishift from securities to cash or from cash ties for their excess cash holdings, thereto securities and, accordingly, no tend- by forcing up security prices and reducency for the price of securities or the rate ing the rate of interest. Moreover,in the
of interest to change. At any point not on situation B the goods-and-servicesmarLL, however, the price of securities will ket as well as the securitiesmarket is out
either rise or fall, depending upon of balance. The diagram shows that, at
whether the demand for cash at the pre- the prevailing interest rate, money holdvailing interest rate is smaller or greater ings are too large to bringabout an equalthan the actual amount.
ity between full-employmentsaving and
From Figure 2 it is now apparent that full-employment investment. Saving is
only one combination of the interest below the equilibrium level because of
rate and the real value of money balances the excessive cash holdings, and the
will satisfy the conditions of equilibrium demand for goods and services thus exin both the goods-and-services market ceeds the economy's capacity to produce.
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As a result, prices tend to rise, and the
real value of money balances is reduced.
The movements in the rate of interest
and in the real value of money balances
are indicated by the short arrows emanating from point B.
By similar reasoning one can demonstrate that, at point C, security prices
tend to fall, and the interest rate is correspondingly increased, while the prices of
goods and services rise and the real value
of cash balances is reduced. Likewise, at
D, security prices fall, the rate of interest
is increased, commodity prices and wages
fall, and the real value of cash balances
tends to rise. Finally, if the actual position of the variables is at E, security
prices rise, the interest rate is reduced,
commodity prices fall, and the real value
of cash balances is thus increased. Movements of the variables in the neighborhood of the points C, D, and E have
again been indicated by arrows.
Figure 3 demonstrates that when the
economic system is out of balance at
least one force is always operating to
bring the variables of the system closer
to the equilibrium point, ro, min. The
other force, indicated by the second of
the two arrows at each of the points B,
C, D, and E, operates in such a way as to
impart a circular or cyclical movement
to the variables. This suggests that, if the
rate of interest and the quantity of real
cash balances were initially at some nonequilibrium point such as G, the approach to equilibrium might be a spiral
or damped cycle like the one depicted in
Figure 3. Although such a damped cycle
is possible, it is not inevitable, as I shall
demonstrate in the Appendix. In any
event, I believe it is highly unlikely that
the cyclical movement implied by Figure
3 bears any close resemblance to the
typical observed business cycle. Most
observed cycles are cycles of output and

105

employment, whereas the cycle depicted
in Figure 3 is largely a cycle of prices and
interest rates.'3 I have presented the dynamic problem concerning the movements of prices and interest rates merely
to show the tendency of the system to approach an equilibrium position and not as
a contribution to the theory of business
cycles.
VI
I have now shown that the market for
goods and services and the market for
securities can be in equilibrium simultaneously only at the point ro, mo and
that the economic system has an automatic tendency to approach this equilibrium. Superficially, this suggests a close
analogy between the rate of interest, r.,
and the classical concept of the equilibrium rate. Like the equilibrium rate of
classical theory, the rate ro is the only
one compatible, under the assumed conditions, with equilibrium of the economic
system as a whole; that is, ro is the only
rate which satisfies both the liquiditypreference requirement and the requirement that full-employment saving shall
be equal to full-employment investment.
Why, then, does ro not have as much
claim to be regarded as a real rate as does
the classical concept of the real rate of
interest?
Whether the rate ro is a real rate or a
monetary rate depends, as I have indicated earlier, upon the nature of the
'1 Superficially, the cycle of interest rates and
prices described above seems to be somewhat like
the monetary part of Hicks's business-cycle theory.
In reality, however, the two cyclical processes are
quite different. The process envisaged by Hicks
involves movements of output and employment
rather than movements of prices and costs; and
savings in Hicks's theory depend upon the rate of
interest and real income, whereas savings in the
present paper depend upon the rate of interest and
the real value of private wealth (J. R. Hicks, A Contribution to the Theory of Business Cycles [London:

OxfordUniversityPress, I949], chaps. i i and 1 2).
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monetary disturbance. If the disturbance is of the first type-that is, if it is a
change in the quantity of money associated with the purchase or sale of securities by the central bank-it will alter
some of the functional relations of Figure
i and 2 and will accordingly change the
equilibrium interest rate. The rate ro
must therefore be regarded as a monetary rate from the point of view of monetary disturbances of this sort. On the
other hand, if the monetary disturbance
is of the second type, which consists of
an increase or decrease in the quantity
of money without any offsetting changes
in other assets, then it will not alter the

turn, will affect the real value of cash
balances.
Consider, first, the securities market.
After the initial monetary disturbance,
the quantity of money held by the typical asset-holder is larger than he would
like to hold at the prevailing interest
rate, ro. Asset-holders as a group therefore attempt to convert some of their
excess cash into securities. As a result,
security prices rise, which means that the
interest rate falls. The fall in the interest
rate increases investment, while the initial increase in the real value of cash
balances reduces saving. The demand for
goods and services as a whole thus exfunctional relations of Figures I, 2, and ceeds productive capacity, so that com3 and will not permanently change the modity prices and costs begin to rise. The
interest rate. The rate r0 is thus a real rise in prices tends to reduce the real
rate from the point of view of monetary value of cash balances and thereby inidisturbances of the second type. Be- tiates a movement of the variables back
cause it is simple to describe, I shall first toward the original equilibrium position.
consider a monetary disturbance of the The details of this dynamic process need
second type.
not concern us here. Suffice it to say that
Suppose that the economic system is the system as a whole will not be restored
initially in equilibrium at a rate of inter- to equilibrium until the real value of
est r, and a quantity of real cash bal- cash balances is reduced to mo and the
ances mio. And suppose that, while other rate of interest is restored to its former
things initially remain unchanged, the level, ro.
quantity of money is arbitrarily doubled
If the central bank does not acquire or
by giving to each holder of money an ad- dispose of any assets during the period of
ditional quantity equal to the amount he adjustment, the real value of money
already holds. Temporarily, the vari- balances can be reduced only by an inables of the system will then be at point crease in the price level. Since the real
H of Figure 3; except for the increase in value of cash balances is ultimately
the quantity of money, nothing in the restored to its former level, mo, we know
system will have changed. As I have that the increase in prices, in the final
shown above, however, there will be an position of equilibrium, must be as large
automatic tendency for the variables of as the original increase in the quantity
the system to return eventually to the of money. In other words, doubling the
former equilibrium position, r0 and min. nominal quantity of money must result
At point H both the securities market eventually in doubling all money prices
and the goods-and-services market will and costs, including the money prices of
be out of balance, and changes will there- securities as well as the money prices of
fore occur in the interest rate and in the goods and services. The real variables of
level of prices. The changes in prices, in the system all return to their former
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equilibrium levels. The rate of interest,
the real value of saving and investment,
and the real value of securities, as well as
the real value of cash balances, are all the
same in the new equilibrium as before the
monetary disturbance occurred. The only
permanent effect of increasing the quantity of money is a proportionate increase
in the general level of prices and costs.I4
With respect to monetary disturbances
of the second type, such as the one I have
just described, the economic system embodying both a saving-wealth relation
and a liquidity-preference schedule is
evidently quite similar to the classical
system. In both the classical system and
the system depicted in Figure 3 the
values of all real variables are independent of the quantity of money. But this
is true of the system in Figure 3 only if
the monetary disturbances are of the second type, whereas it is true of the classical system for both types of monetary
disturbance. If the disturbance is of the
first type, which consists of open-market
transactions by the central bank, then
the equilibrium interest rate will be
altered, as I have suggested above. With
respect to monetary disturbances of the
first type, the equilibrium interest rate of
Figure 3 is therefore a monetary rate, and
in this regard it resembles the Keynesian interest rate more closely than it
does the classical. In other words, by purchasing or selling securities, the banking
authorities can alter not only the temI4 Using a model more complex than the one I
have been considering, D. Patinkin previously
demonstrated that if both the saving-wealth relation and liquidity-preference are active forces,
monetary disturbances of the second type will not
affect the equilibrium interest rate (see "The Indeterminacy of Absolute Prices in Classical Economic Theory," Econometrica, XVII [January, I949],
Patinkin did not examine the effects of
23-27).
monetary disturbances of the first type and accordingly concluded that the model he had constructed
was closer to the classical model than to the Keynesian.

I07

porary interest rate which prevails while
the open-market transactions are taking
place but also the rate at which the system will return to equilibrium after the
bank's transactions in securities have
ceased.
The power of the banking authorities
to alter the equilibrium interest rate is
attributable not to their influence upon
the nominal quantity of money but to
their influence upon the quantity and
value of privately held securities. A central-bank purchase of securities, for example, reduces the quantity of privately
held securities. This means that the AA
schedule of Figure i is shifted to the left.
And since the liquidity-preference schedule, LL, and the money-requirements
schedule, MM, were both derived, in
part, from the AA schedule, a shift in the
latter causes the former schedules to
shift as well. The system as a whole
therefore comes into balance, after the
securities purchases have been made, at
a different rate of interest.
The effect of open-market transactions
upon the equilibrium of the system can
be described in terms of a ratio indicating the proportion of the total supply of
securities held in private hands. Let this
ratio be represented by the letter X. Consider, first, the situation in which X has a
value of i.o. This means that the total
available supply of securities is held by
private asset-holders, so that the central
bank's assets consist exclusively of currency. Given the holdings of securities by
private asset-holders, the rate of interest
at which the system is in equilibrium can
be determined, as in our earlier illustration, by the intersection of a liquiditypreference schedule, LL, and a moneyrequirements schedule, MM. Assuming
that the value of private asset holdings
when X = i.o is given in Figure 4 by the
solid line AA and that the wealth-re-
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quirements schedule is WW, the liquidity-preference schedule and the moneyrequirements schedule can be derived as
in my earlier illustration. These derived
schedules, for X = i.o, are represented
in Figure 5 by the solid lines LL and
MM, respectively. Under the assumed
conditions with respect to security holdings, the equilibrium rate of interest is
ro, and the equilibrium value of real cash
balances is in, as shown in Figure 5.
Suppose that this equilibrium is disturbed by a substantial purchase of se-

the real money supply. In view of our
interest in the equilibriumof the system,
we may pass over the dynamic problems
and investigate, instead, the influenceof
the central bank's security purchases
upon the schedules in Figures 4 and 5
which determine the ultimate resting
places of our variables.
Suppose that the central bank continues to purchase securities until it has
acquired one-third of the common stock
available to the economy as a whole and
that all transactions between assetr
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curities on the part of the central bank.
The dynamic process by which the economy adapts itself to such open-market
transactions will probably be highly complicated. The securities will be purchased
at many different prices from the various
asset-holders, and this means that we
cannot predict exactly how the openmarket transactions will affect the cash
balances of all asset-holders together. In
any event, the real value of cash balances will be influenced by price movements as well as by the central bank's
dealings in securities, and it is the combined effect of both influences which ultimately governs the equilibrium value of

holders and the central bank cease at
this point. When the securities market
and the goods-and-servicesmarket are
once again in equilibrium, how will the
rate of interest compare with the rate
that prevailed before the open-market
transactions began? According to the
classical theory, the rate of interest
should return to its formerlevel as soon
as the bank's security purchases have
ceased. Accordingto the system depicted
in Figures 4 and 5, however, the security
purchases by the central bank will permanently lower the equilibrium rate of
interest.
If the bank acquires one-third of all
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available securities, the security holdings of private asset-holders will of course
be only two-thirds as large as they formerly were, so that X will have a value

of

2.

This means that at any given in-

terest rate the real value of private security holdings will be two-thirds of its
former value. The broken line A'A' of
Figure 4 is drawn at two-thirds of the
horizontal distance of the solid line AA
from the vertical axis, and A 'A' thus represents the real value of private security
holdings, expressed again as a function of
the rate of interest, after the central bank
has acquired its securities. The wealthrequirements schedule, WW, depends
upon preferences and upon the savings
and investment schedules and presumably will be unaffected by the open-market transactions. Since the money-requirements schedule, MM, depends upon
the value of private security holdings as
well as upon WW, however, the MM
schedule will be shifted. At any given
rate of interest, the total assets-money
to
and securities combined-needed
between
full-employmaintain equality
ment saving and full-employment investment will be the same as before. But the
value of private security holdings has
been reduced by the central bank's purchases, and this means that total assets
cannot be maintained at the level needed
for full employment unless private money
holdings are increased by a corresponding amount. In short, the money-requirements schedule, MM, is moved to the
right by the same amount that the securities schedule, AA, is moved to the left.I5

IO9

The new money-requirements schedule
corresponding to X = 3 is shown in
Figure 5 as the broken line M'M'.
The liquidity-preference schedule, as
well as the money-requirements schedule,
is affected by the central bank's purchase
of securities. At any given interest rate,
the proportions in which the typical
asset-holder wishes to hold money and
securities are presumably the same as in
the old equilibrium. The value of private
security holdings, however, is now only
two-thirds of the former value at the same
interest rate. The desired ratio between
money holdings and security holdings
will thus not be maintained unless the
real value of money balances is reduced
to two-thirds of its former value. In other
words, the LL schedule in Figure 5 is
shifted to the left, the relative amount
of the shift being the same as the leftward shift of the securities schedule, AA.
The new liquidity-preference schedule,

ule, AA. This implies that the income available to
the typical asset-holder is not altered by the central
bank's dealings in securities. If disposable income
tended to fall or to rise with an increase or decrease
in the central bank's holdings of securities, the saving and investment schedules would also be affected,
and the wealth-requirements schedule, which is
derived from the saving and investment schedules,
would tend to shift.
Taken by themselves, however, open-market
transactions may well have a slight influence on
disposable income. If the central bank buys securities, for example, the income on these securities is
transferred from the former owners to the bank.
In the absence of offsetting transactions, the security
purchases thus reduce the disposable income of
private asset-holders and increase the profits of
the central bank by a corresponding amount. I do
not wish to discuss the complications introduced
by this connection between open-market transactions and disposable income. I therefore assume
'1 In describing the consequences of open-market
transactions, I assume that the securities schedule, throughout that any additional profits which the
AA, is the only schedule of Figure 4 which is directly central bank earns by reason of its acquisition of
influenced by the central bank's purchase or sale of securities are ultimately passed on to private hands
securities; the other schedules (i.e., the wealth- in the form of reduced taxes. Under these circumrequirements schedule, the money-requirements stances, the security purchases by the bank will
schedule, and the liquidity-preference schedule) redistribute income between former asset owners
and taxpayers but will not influence the total of
are assumed to be affected only in so far as they
are related to, or derived from, the securities sched- disposable income.
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is representedin Figure 5 by
the line L'L'.
The combined effect of the shift in the
liquidity-preference schedule and of the
shift in the money-requirements schedule
is a reduction in the equilibrium rate of
interest from ro to r', as indicated in
Figure 5. Thus, the banking authorities
by means of a limited purchase of securities have permanently reduced the interest rate at which the economic system is
in equilibrium. The dynamic process of
adjustment by which the equilibrium interest rate moves from r. to r' will probably be highly complex, as I have indicated earlier. Nevertheless, I believe that
the influence of the central bank upon
the equilibrium interest rate will stand
out more clearly if we consider a greatly
simplified dynamic sequence.
When the central bank begins to purchase securities, the first effect is a rise
in security prices and a corresponding
decline in the rate of interest. The actual
security transactions themselves do not
alter the total value of private asset
holdings but merely change the form in
which assets are held. The initial result
of the bank's purchases, therefore, is a
rise in the value of private asset holdings
(capital gains) together with a reduction
in the rate of interest and a shift on the
part of asset-holders from securities to
money. One may presume that at the
new, lower rate of interest the assetholders have exchanged securities for
cash in such a way as to satisfy their
demands for liquidity; for, if this were
not true, the prices of securities would
continue to rise, and the interest rate to
fall, until the asset-holders were willing
to part with the amount of securities
that the central bank wanted to buy. Although the point representing the new
quantity of private money holdings and
the new, temporary rate of interest will

for X =

2,

thus lie somewhere on the liquiditypreference schedule L'L', it cannot at
the same time lie on the money-requirements schedule, M'M', or the wealthrequirements schedule, WW. The fall in
the interest rate, taken by itself, would
normally lead to an excess of full-employment investment over full-employment saving and thus create an excess
demand for goods and services. The inflationary pressure is further increased,
however, by the capital gains, which increase the value of total private wealth
holdings and thereby reduce current saving. As a result, prices and costs tend to
rise, and the real value of the money
supply is correspondingly reduced. The
rise in prices and the reduction in the real
value of private money holdings must
continue until the real value of securityand-cash holdings combined is low
enough to encourage a sufficient amount
of saving to make full-employment saving once more equal to full-employment
investment. The new equilibrium is
finally achieved, as Figures 4 and 5
demonstrate, at a permanently lower
rate of interest.
Now, since the new equilibrium must
lie on the wealth-requirements schedule,
WW, as well as on the money requirements schedule, M'M', it is obvious that,
when prices have finally stopped rising
and the rate of interest has reached its
new and lower equilibrium, the value of
total private wealth must be smaller than
in the old equilibrium. In short, the final
result of the open-market security purchases by the central bank is a reduction
in the real value of the total wealth in
private hands. This reduction has occurred in two stages: the liquidity of the
typical asset-holder has first been increased through the central-bank purchase of securities; and the real value of
the larger liquid balances has subse
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quently been reduced through inflation.
Thus, under a regime of flexible prices,
central-bankpurchase of securities is an
indirectmeans of reducingthe real value
of the total assets-cash and securities
combined-in private hands. The reduction in the value of privately held wealth
tends, in turn, to increase saving and
thereby reduces the rate of interest at
which full-employment saving is equal
to full-employmentinvestment. To summarizebriefly,then, we may say that the
centralbank is able to alter the equilibrium rate of interest through its power
to alter the real value of private wealth.
VII
Assuming that saving depends upon
the real value of private wealth as well
as upon the interest rate, I have now
demonstratedthat the equilibrium interest rate is partly a real rate, as in the
classicaltheory, and partly a monetary
rate, as in Keynes's theory. Monetary
disturbancesof one type affect the equilibriuminterest rate of the system, while
disburbancesof another type do not. In
general, any monetary disturbance
which alters the amount of securities
held by the typical asset-holder tends
also to affect the interest rate at which
the economic system as a whole is in
equilibrium. On the other hand, any
monetary disburbance which does not
affect private security holdings will
leave the equilibrium interest rate unchanged.
The distinctionwhich I have made between the two types of monetary disturbancesuggeststhat the true causeof a
changein the interestrate is not a change
in the quantity of money per se but a
change in the amount of other assets
held by the typical asset-holder. This
conjecture is, indeed, correct. Openmarket transactions of the central bank

III

alter the equilibrium interest rate not
because they affect the quantity of
money but because they affect the quantity of privately held securities. Consider
again, for example, the open-market
transactions which I have described in
Figures 4 and 5. In those illustrations
the central bank is assumed to purchase
one-third of all privately held securities.
As a consequence, the level of prices is
increased, the real value of private
wealth declines, the propensity to save
increases, and real saving finally comes
into balance with real investment at a
permanentlylower interest rate.
Suppose, now, that the amount of privately held securitieswere reducedwithout any offsettingchangein the quantity
of money. Such a reduction could be
brought about by a capital levy of onethird on all securities, payable only in
kind. In other words, the government
could require that one-third of all privately held securitiesbe turnedover to it.
In what respects would the effects of
such a policy differ from the effects of
the open-market transactions described
in Figures 4 and 5? Examination of the
figuresreveals that the interest rate, the
volume of real investment, the real value
of cash balances,and the other real variables of the system are affected in exactly the same way by a one-third levy
in kind upon all securitiesas by a centralbank purchase of the same amount of
securities. The nominal quantity of
money is of course larger when the securities are acquired by purchase than
when they are acquiredby taxation. But
the real value of bank balancesis exactly
the same, in the new position of equilibrium, in both cases. Thus, the only difference between the effects of the two
means of acquiringthe securitiesis a difference in the level of prices and costs.
The price level is higherwhen the securi-
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ties are acquired by purchase than when
they are acquired by taxation. In all
other respects the two situations are
identical as far as the final results are
concerned.
The foregoing example reveals the
close analogy between central-bank security purchases and a capital levy on
securities. In the system investigated
above, a purchase of securities by the
central bank is a means of reducing the
real value of privately held wealth and
operates just as effectively in this direction as a corresponding capital levy
payable in kind. Indeed, the central
bank's power to alter the equilibrium interest rate arises exclusively from its influence on the real value of privately held
securities.
Through its power to change the interest rate, the central bank can also affect
the rate of growth of the economy as a
whole. At each different equilibrium interest rate full-employment saving is of
course equal to full-employment investment, but the amount of real saving and
investment varies with variations in the
equilibrium interest rate. When the
equilibrium rate is increased, the economic system comes into balance at a
lower real value of investment and saving; and, when the equilibrium rate is
reduced, the real value of saving and investment tends to increase. By purchasing securities, the central bank can reduce the real value of private wealth,
thereby increasing the propensity to save
and causing the system to attain a new
equilibrium at a permanently lower interest rate and a permanently higher rate
of capital accumulation. In a similar
manner, the bank, through sales of securities, can increase the real value of
private wealth, lower the propensity to
save, raise the equilibrium rate of interest, and reduce the rate of capital accumulation.

Whether the bank has a substantial
influence or only a negligible influence
upon the rate of growth of the system
depends upon its authority to buy and
sell securities and upon the magnitude of
the saving-wealth relation. If the savingwealth relation is large, so that the propensity to save increases or decreases
appreciably as the real value of private
wealth falls or rises, and if the bank is
authorized to buy and sell securities in
large quantities, then the rate of growth
may be affected to a considerable extent
by central-bank policy. In practice, however, there will usually be an institutional barrier to the amount of securities
the bank can sell; it cannot sell more securities than it owns. And this means
that, when the bank has divested itself
of all its securities, it has no further
power to raise the equilibrium interest
rate and lower the rate of growth. There
may be a similar barrier to the amount
of securities the bank can purchase, since
only certain types of assets are eligible
for the bank's portfolio. If the bank has
acquired all the assets it is authorized to
purchase, no further reduction of private
wealth, and no further increase in private saving, can be accomplished by central-bank activity in the securities market.
In terms of the theory set out above,
we may say that the central bank's
power over the equilibrium interest rate
and the equilibrium rate of growth will
usually be determined by institutional
arrangements which prevent it from purchasing more than a small fraction of
private wealth or from selling more assets
than it possesses. This might mean, for
example, that the institutional arrangements were such that the value of X
would have to lie between o.9 and i.o.
In most countries these institutional
limits may well be so narrow that the
actual power of the central bank to in-
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fluence the equilibrium of the system
is negligible. Nevertheless, if saving depends upon the real value of private
wealth as described in the saving-wealth
relation, the rate of interest must be
regarded as partly a monetary rate. For,
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if the institutional limits to central-bank
action were removed or reduced, the possible variation in the equilibrium interest
rate which could be brought about by
the central bank would be correspondingly increased.

APPENDIX
The geometrical methods employed in the
text of this paper were not sufficiently powerful to deal with some of the more difficult problems encountered, particularly the dynamic
problems. I am therefore adding an analytical
appendix. The symbols used in this appendix
have the following meanings:
r represents the rate of interest, or the yield on
common stock
m represents the real value of private money
holdings
a represents the real value of all common stock,
whether held by private owners or by the central bank
X represents the proportion of the total supply
of common stock held by private owners
w represents the real value of all privately held
wealth, including both money and common
stock
S represents the real value of current saving
I represents the real value of current investment
The amount of real saving out of a fullemployment income is assumed to depend
upon the real value of private wealth as well
as upon the rate of interest, and we may accordingly write S = S(r, w). Investment, under
conditions of full employment, is assumed to
depend only upon the rate of interest, and the
investment function may therefore be written
as follows: I = I(r). If real national income under conditions of full employment is yo, and if
a proportion, c, of this consists of business
profits, the real value of all common stock will
be the capitalized value of these profits, thus:
a = cy0/r. The only remaining functional relation to be defined is the liquidity-preference
function. Let L(r) be such a function, indicating
the proportion in which asset-holders as a group
wish to hold money and common stock. With
the aid of these definitions we may now write
down the following system of equations:

S(r,w)

=I

(r),

L (r) = m
Xaa

W

Xa+m

rt(1)

r
The first of equations (i) expresses the condition that, in equilibrium, full-employment
saving must equal full-employment investment.
The second equation says that the rate of interest must be such that the desired proportion
between money holdings and security holdings
on the part of the owners of private wealth is
equal to the actual proportion. The third
equation is an identity, defining the real value
of private wealth as the sum of private money
holdings and private security holdings. Finally,
the fourth of equations (i) says that the real
value of all common stock is the capitalized
value of business profits, where the capitalization is done at the prevailing rate of interest, r.
If the value of X is given, equations (i)
are sufficient to determine the equilibrium
values of the four variables r, w, m, and a; i.e.,
the equations determine the rate of interest,
the total real value of privately held wealth, the
real value of money balances, and the real
value of all common stock. The price level does
not enter explicitly in equations (i), since all
variables are in real terms. Nevertheless, price
movements are implicitly taken into account
through movements of mn,the real value of the
money supply. In the absence of open-market
transactions, indeed, m can change only by
means of general inflation or deflation.
Security purchases or sales by the central
bank are indicated in equations (i) by changes
in the value of X. An increase in X, for example,
indicates a larger proportion of total securities
in private hands and hence signifies security
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sales by the central bank. Changes in X will obviously alter the equilibrium values of all our
variables. In order to see how a central-bank
sale of securities affects these equilibrium
values, we may differentiate (I) with respect
to X, as follows:
(Sr -

1 dm
_
Xa dXr
X

)

with respect to the variable appearing in the
subscript. I assume the system is stable in the
classic sense that an increase in the rate of interest creates an excess of potential saving ovei
potential investment; this implies that Sr - 1,
is positive. The saving-wealth relation is repre-

d d+Sw
d~XI

dX

dr

Lr d

m da

__

dm
?LdX

Xa 2

dw

dA+x~x~

a dr
r dX)

d

= 0

'

=

m
__

1

X2av

da

(2)

da
X=
dXA

sented in (3) and (4) by Sw, which is negative,
indicating that an increase in the real value of
wealth reduces real saving. The slope
private
da
dw
dm
dr
Lr
of
the liquidity-preference schedule is
d
dX7
adnd
dx
dX
assumed to be negative, which implies that an
increase in the rate of interest reduces the dewe find
sired ratio between money and securities.
m
S41+
dr
With the given signs of Sr, Ir, etc., one can
see from (4) that A is a positive determinant.
X2a2'
dX
X
AX
Moreover, the direction of change of most of
dm 1m
the variables of the system can be readily
--d
aSwLr
(Sr-Ir)
~~X2a
determined. Thus, (3) shows that dr/dX is
dX A
positive, dw/dX is positive, and da/dX is negak (3)
(lm\
dwi 1
tive. This means that open-market sales of
Ir) (X +--- a
securities have increased the rate of interest, in-dX=A(Srcreased the real value of private wealth (cash and
da
m
1aS,(1
securities combined), and reduced the real value
=
_~_dA X /--_r rk< _X '\2,
of the total supply of common stock. The only
change whose sign is indeterminate is dm/dX,
The symbol A in equations (3) represents the the change in the real value of private money
basic determinant of the system, i.e.,
holdings. The reason for this indeterminacy is
not far to seek: the central-bank sales of securi0
O
Sr-Ir
Sw
ties have reduced private money balances, but
the real value of the remaining private balances
m
0
have subsequently been increased through a
Lr
general deflation. The final position of real
money balances thus depends upon the relative
1Xa
0
-1
strength of these opposing forces. But whatever
to the real value of privately held monhappens
0 -1
0
_a
r
ey, equations (3) show that privately held wealth
as a whole has been increased by the central
bank's sales of securities. The increase in the
(SJ -Ir)
mS
1 +S
real value of private wealth has reduced the
rate of saving, and it is this reduction of saving
The subscripts in equations (3) and (4) indi- which accounts for the permanent rise in the
cate differentiation of the S, I, and L functions equilibrium rate of interest.
Solving equations

(2)

for

t(4)
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Thus far I have investigated the stationary
or equilibrium values of the system without
saying anything about the dynamic process of
adjustment. I shall conclude this appendix
with a few remarks concerning the behavior
of the variables through time, during intervals
when the system is not in equilibrium.
Consider, first, the behavior of prices when
total demand is different from productive
capacity. The difference between demand and
productive capacity is measured, of course, by
the difference between potential full-employment saving and potential full-employment investment. If the former exceeds the latter, demand for goods and services falls short of productive capacity, and prices and costs accordingly tend to decline. Conversely, if fullemployment investment exceeds full-employment saving, total demand exceeds capacity,
and both prices and costs rise. In the absence
of new borrowing or lending by the banking
system, however, an increase in prices is equivalent to a fall in the real value of money balances,
and the time movement of the general price
level may therefore be described in terms of
movements in the value of money. As a first
dynamic postulate, then, I write:

d t = ki [S ( r, w) -1(r)].

(5)

Equation (5) says that the price level tends to
fall, and the real value of money balances tends
to rise, whenever potential saving exceeds potential investment. Likewise, prices rise, and
the real value of money balances falls, when
potential saving falls short of potential investment. The speed of the price movement, in
both cases, is assumed in (5) to be proportional
to the size of the inflationary or deflationary
gap, and the constant, k1, represents this speed
of adjustment.
So much for the general price level in the
commodity-and-service market. Consider next
the movement of prices in the securities market.
I assume, as I indicated in the text, that the
securities market is dominated by transactions
in old securities rather than by supply-anddemand conditions in the new-securities market.
Specifically, I assume that security prices tend
to rise whenever asset-holders on balance attempt to shift from money to securities and
that security prices fall when asset-holders attempt a shift in the opposite direction. The
attempted shift, in turn, depends upon whether

II5

the actual ratio of cash to securities is higher
or lower than the desired ratio, as indicated by
the liquidity-preference function. Since a rise
in security prices is equivalent to a fall in the
rate of interest, our second dynamic postulate
may be written

____
=

k2 Lr)

- -)-

(6)

In words, equation (6) says that the rate of
interest rises, which means that security prices
fall, when the desired ratio of money to securities exceeds the actual ratio. And, conversely,
the rate of interest falls when the desired ratio
is less than the actual ratio.
Equations (5) and (6) are the only equations
of adjustment that we shall need. These two
equations are the dynamic counterpart of the
first two of equations (i). They do not form a
complete system, however, since we have only
two equations in four unknowns. Before we
can solve our dynamic equations, we must have
two more equations. The two missing equations
are the third and fourth equations of our
static system (i). These are merely definitional
equations and are assumed to be satisfied at
any moment of time, without lag. The third
equation defines private wealth at a given
moment as the sum of private security holdings
and private money holdings, while the fourth
equation defines the rate of interest as the yield
on securities. The complete dynamic system is
as follows:
drn = ki[S
dmd
dt =

k.2

r, W)-Ir]
(r)

w = Xa+
am

-

m

rYo

I

Equations (7) cannot be explicitly solved,
since we do not know the exact form of the
functions S, I, and L. I shall therefore make a
linear approximation of (7), which will be valid
only for small deviations from the equilibrium
values of the variables. If r0, wo, no, and ao
represent the equilibrium values, we may write,
as such a linear approximation,
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dm

(r-ro)

ki(Sr-Ir)

dm
dt
dr ~
?jt-=-k2
dt

1
X(

Xa

0 =

-mo) + k2Lr (r-ro)

(mr-mo)

+

m

k2

+ X (a-ao)X

(w-wo)

-

a(r-ro)
r)

The solution of (8) takes the form
A 2eP2t1,

leplt+

(9)

with similar results for r, a, and w, where AI
and A2 depend upon the initial values of the
variables, and where PI and P2 are the roots of
the following equation:
p

ki (Sr-Ir)

()

-1

a
r

0

ao).

0

kS,

k2m

0.
1

(a-

gap and accelerating the price rise. Likewise,
if security prices are rising, asset-holders may
revise downward their estimate of what constitutes a normal ratio between money and securities; and, if they do, the resulting attempt to
shift from money to securities will cause a
further rise in securities prices. These possi-

0

kL

k2

(a-ao)

~~~~~~~~~Xa2 (8)
-

0=

m = mo ?A
+

+kiSw(w-wo),

0

(10)

.(0

-1

Equation (io) may be expended in powers of p as follows:
p2 +

k2M

k2Lr- kSw,)p + kjk2A= 0

where A is the basic determinant of the static
system, (i).
The coefficients of the powers of p in equation (ii) are positive, which means that the
real parts of the roots of equation (ii) are all
negative. Thus the dynamic system is stable,
for small deviations from equilibrium, regardless of the numerical values of Lr, Sue,etc. In
other words, if the liquidity-preference function, the saving function, and the investment
function do not alter their form or position as
prices rise or fall, the dynamic system will
eventually reach a stationary or static position.
This does not mean, of course, that an economic
system in which the saving-wealth relation is
operative will always be a stable system in
reality; for equations (7) and (8) have made no
allowance for expectations, and such expectations may exert a strongly destabilizing influence on the system. If prices of commodities are
rising, for example, consumers and producers
may anticipate further price increases; if so,
saving will probably decline and investment
will increase, thereby widening the inflationary

(11)

bilities suggest that equations (7) and (8) are
stable only in a narrowsense.
Assuming that the system is stable, we may
inquire, in conclusion, about the nature of the
approach toward equilibrium. Is the solution
of equation (8) cyclical or noncyclical? The
answer to this question depends upon the roots
of equation (io) or (ii). The dynamic system
will not be cyclical unless these roots are complex numbers. This means that b2 - 4c is negative, where b is the coefficient of p in (ii) and
c is the constant term. I leave it to the reader
to prove the following propositions: (i) the
roots of equation (ii) may be either real or
complex, which means that the dynamic system may or may not have a cyclical solution.
(2) If k, and k2,the speeds of adjustment in the
commodity market and the securities market,
respectively, are decidedly different in magnitude, the roots are likely to be real and the
dynamic system is thus likely to be a noncyclical system. (3) If Sr - Ir is large, so that a
small rise in the rate of interest creates a substantial deflationary gap, the system will probably be cyclical.
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